
Ice Climbing in the Adirondacks

We typically meet at 8:00am at the Stewarts Gas Station 10857 NY 73 Keene, NY 12942 for gear fitting

and waivers depending on your traveling/lodging location.

Mountain Skills supplies all the technical ice climbing equipment like boots, crampons, vertical ice

axes, harness, helmet and belay device, but if you have your own gear feel free to bring it along. The

winter clothing/gear list has a lot more to it than rock climbing. Layering is the key to regulating your

body temperature during the day. It is not uncommon to be hiking up a steep slope, working hard one

minute and standing still belaying the next. More form fitting outer clothing layers work better for ice

climbing than the baggy skier/snowboarding type clothing. Wearing the correct clothing can make or

break your memorable day in the mountains.

Alpine day backpack 30-40 liters for carrying all your gear. If you will be climbing a multi pitch route

bring a pack, you can climb with. One liter of water in an insulated container and a liter of something

warm/hot to drink in a thermos.

Food to keep the body running warm. Bars get frozen so think of snack type foods that can be eaten

constantly and easily throughout the day. GORP, Gu Gels, dehydrated fruit, cheese, meat stick.

Socks should be expedition weight wool. A synthetic liner sock works under an expedition weight wool

sock if your feet tend to get cold easily. Long underwear should be expedition weight for lower body

and medium weight for upper body. A heavy insulating layer over your upper body long underwear

should be a 200 or 300-heavyweight fleece.  I like to bring along a belay coat, like a down or

synthetic down jacket for standing around. While I climb, I wear my shell and when I am on the ground I

put on the down jacket.

Shell/soft shell coat and pants should be Gortex or a similar waterproof, breathable material. If it is

cold, I stick with soft shell and if it’s wet, I go with Gortex. Hats should be fleece or wool (no pom-

poms on hats). Neck gaiters or a balaclava work well in extremely cold conditions.

Gloves for ice climbing should have good dexterity so that you are able to handle carabiners, belay

devices, and ropes. Gloves will get wet during the day, so bringing along at least two-three pairs is

standard. I use belay gloves and climbing gloves. Gaiters are great for protecting your pants, if they

are not form fitting, from your crampons and for

keeping snow out of your boots.

A Trekking Pole, micro spikes and snowshoes are required for backcountry/alpine days

Do not forget sunglasses, chemical hand-warmers, and a headlamp.


